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Follow Perriwinkle the dancing polar bear as he shows his friends the 
importance of keeping animal habitats safe and clean. �is animated 
cartoon made for kids by kids will spark conversation and inspire 
learners to care about their environment.  �e attached activities 
aligned to the Common Core Standards make celebrating Earth 
Day in your classroom informative and fun!

With your download you will receive:
• “Earth Day Party” (6:51) Animated Cartoon (made for kids by kids)
• Reader’s Theater Script
• Character Puppet Cut-outs
• Problem Solving Scavenger Hunt:
  Addition/Repeated Addition/Multiplication
• Writing Activities: Fiction and Nonfiction
• Crossword Puzzle
• Habitat Research Mini Poster Template



E.B. the Bunny



Danielle the Dolphin



Tori the Lion



Perriwinkle the Polar Bear



Kai the Flying Squirrel



Claire the Blue Spotted Sting Ray



Oscar the Sea Turtle



Bailey the Wolf



Name:           Date:

Earth Day Party Scavenger Hunt
 

Addition and Repeated Addition (Multiplication) 

Directions for the Teacher:
Cut out the story problems and hang them around the room. Give each student a copy of 
the Student Solution Sheet to record their answers.

2

E.B. Bunny eats 4 carrots a day. How many carrots does he eat in a week?

3

Oscar the sea turtle saw a balloon that he thought was food. �ere were 3 red 
balloons, 4 blue balloons, 2 yellow balloons, and 5 green balloons in the water. 

How many balloons were �oating in the water?

1+1=2

Perriwinkle the Dancing Polar Bear saw 3 plastic soda can holders �oating in
the water. Each soda can holder has 6 circles in it. 

How many circles did Perriwinkle see?

1



4

At the party, E.B. Bunny and her 4 friends each had 3 slices of pizza
to celebrate. How many slices of pizza did they eat in all?

5

Danielle the Dolphin and Claire the Blue Spotted Stingray each saw 10 pieces 
of trash. How many pieces of trash did they see altogether?

6
Perriwinkle’s clean up team picked up 14 pieces of trash. Tori’s

clean up team picked up 9 pieces of trash. Danielle’s clean up team picked up 
11 pieces of trash. How many pieces of trash were picked up altogether?

7
Earth Day was �rst celebrated in 1970. Since then, many animals and habitats

have been saved. Many species were saved in one year. During the winter, 3
species were saved. In the spring, 1 species were saved. In the summer, 2 

species were saved. In the fall, 4 species were saved. 
How many species were saved in total that year?



8

Oscar, Perriwinkle, Claire, and Danielle were swimming in the ocean.
Tori, Kai, E.B., and Bailey joined them for the Polar Bear Plunge

to celebrate. How many animals were in the ocean together?

9

At the Earth Day Party, the jungle animals ate 5 boxes of cookies. Each box 
contained 4 giant cookies. How many cookies were there in all?

10

During the party, there were 4 bunches of balloons. Each bunch had 1 green 
balloon, 2 red balloons, 1 yellow balloon, and 3 blue balloons. How many 

balloons were displayed at the party?



Student Solution Sheet

Directions:
Use this sheet to record your answers to the story problems hidden around the room. Each problem has a number 
that tells you where to record your solution. Be sure to read each problem carefully.  You may use the space next 
to the answer space to show your work.

10.  �ere were ___balloons 
displayed at the party.

1. Perriwinkle saw ______circles 
�oating in the water.

2. E.B. Bunny eats ____carrots in 
a week.

3.  �ere were _____balloons 
�oating in the water.

4.  �e animals ate ___ slices of 
pizza in all.

5. Danielle and Claire saw ___ 
pieces of trash altogether.

6. ____ pieces of trash were 
picked up altogether.

7. ____ species were saved 
that year.

8.  �ere were ___animals in 
the ocean together.

9.  �ere were _____cookies
 in all.



Answer Key

Perriwinkle saw 18 circles �oating in the water.

E.B. Bunny eats 28 carrots in a week.

�ere were 14 balloons �oating in the water.

�e animals ate 15 slices of pizza in all.

Danielle and Claire saw 20 pieces of trash altogether.

34 pieces of trash were picked up altogether.

10 species were saved that year.

�ere were 8 animals in the ocean together.

�ere were 20 cookies in all.

�ere were 28 balloons displayed at the party.

RAWR!
How’d you do?



Name:            Date:

Imagine a world where people didn’t care about the environment. 
What do you think it would be like living in that world? 
Use sensory details to tell what it would look like, sound like, smell like. 
How would you feel living in that environment?

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________



Pretend you are one of the characters in the cartoon Earth Day Party. 
Write a letter to the ocean creatures apologizing for polluting their envi-

ronment. Be sure to include the lesson that the animals in the story 
learned. Do not forget the parts of a friendly letter.

Letter Writing Prompt

Date: the date the letter was written goes in 
 the upper right-hand corner.

Greeting: the way you say hello example: 
 Dear Perriwinkle, Hello Danielle

Body: the main part of a letter that contains 
 the message

Closing: the way you say goodbye example: 
 Sincerely, or Your friend,

Signature: the name of the author of the letter



Name:             ___________________________________
                     Date

________________________________________,
   Greeting

      ___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

          _______________________,
                 Closing

           __________________________________
                            Signature

Bo
dy



Name: Date:

Earth Day Party Crossword Puzzle

Word Bank

Earth Day
Earth

Recycle
Reuse

Habitat
Eco-Friendly
Conservation

Pollution
Litter

Environment

Across
1. a holiday created to remind 
people to take care of our Earth
2. to use again
4. the passing of harmful
substances into the environment
6. to save from being used up
8. objects (trash) thrown
into an environment
9. our planet

Down
1. the area where someone/
something lives
3. something that does not
have a negative e�ect on the
environment
5. the environment of living 
creatures
7. to reuse and to reduce waste

1

2 3

4
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Name:            Date: 

Doing Your Part
An Earth Day Party Activity

List and illustrate three Earth friendly activities you can do to 
help the environment.



Habitat Research Poster

Habitat Description

Problems Caused by
Human Interaction or Pollution:

Locations on the Globe:



Habitat Research Poster

Habitat Name:

Animals/Plants of the Habitat
Did you know?

Did you know?

Climate



This certifies that

is a kid that cares about the Earth!

I promise...
To be on Perriwinkle’s team and always do my part to keep the 
Earth clean. I will take care of the environment and will do my 

share to show the Earth that I’m a kid that cares!
Small Factory Productions: Kids Kare

Kids Educate Kids
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